Mary Ellen and I wanted to thank you all for our outstanding safari to South Africa and Botswana this
summer. The adjective “seamless” is often over used in these contexts, but in this particular case
appears to be an understatement. We could not imagine a more perfect safari. More importantly, all of
the camps we stayed at were wonderful in their own way and all of our guides (Brett, Willie, Kagee, and
Luke) were enthusiastic and determined to give us the experience we were hoping for…
Chitabe got us our elusive cheetah! Of course, this is only a list of some of the highlights of our trip. And
lest I forget, seeing Esther again at Vic Falls was a true homecoming, like meeting up with an old friend.
So once again, many thanks for yet another memorable safari experience.
Best wishes,
Peter and Mary Ellen Cvek
Little Tubu was nothing short of phenomenal and Chitabe was outstanding as well. The organization has
been A+, not a single hiccup. Auto and flights have run with Swiss precision. And more importantly, the
attention and friendliness of the staff has been amazing.
Thank you!
Eduardo Gerlein
We had a fabulous time!!! Saw a female leopard bring down a full grown female kudu 20 minutes after our
plane landed at DumaTau…saw 15 dogs hunting the next morning…..ended up with Chantal as our
guide, as Brian was sick….she was so fabulous….best guide ever…it was fabulous to have her for both
camps as well…..Chitabe offers incredible game these days, leopards and cubs every day, two great dog
sightings ….
Thanks again!!! Tell Chantal and Nick how much we loved hanging out with them
Kathleen Sullivan
Jack's Camp was fabulous. Loved it and three days was perfect. Meerkats were unreal. Ed was like a
kid on the ATV. The Pans are just peaceful... Staff was superior. We were given the owners tent which
was isolated, faced east and towards the Pans and the Bushman camp. The Bushman experience was
highly valued and we have great pictures. Very unique experience and appreciate that you were able to
afford us the opportunity.
Patsy Samuel & Ed Callen

